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Guiding Conservation for 50 Years
OUR MISSION

To influence, encourage and assist societies throughout the world to conserve the integrity and diversity of nature and to ensure that any use of natural resources is equitable and ecologically sustainable.
IUCN at a glance

• Founded in 1948 as the world’s first global environmental organisation
• More than 1,200 member organizations including 200+ government and 900+ non-government organizations
• Almost 11,000 voluntary scientists and experts, grouped in six Commissions in some 160 countries
• IUCN’s work is supported by over 1,000 staff in 45 offices and hundreds of partners in public, NGO and private sectors around the world.
• A neutral forum for governments, NGOs, scientists, business and local communities to find practical solutions to conservation and development challenges
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WHAT WE DO

• KNOWLEDGE
We provide the latest science and knowledge on ecosystems and biodiversity and their contribution to human well-being.

• ACTION
We run hundreds of field projects around the world to better manage natural environments.

• INFLUENCE
We help governments, communities, NGOs and the private sector develop environmental laws, policies and best practice.
IUCN PROGRAMME 2017-2020

- Broad framework driving projects and activities around the world
- Approved by member organizations every 4 years
- IUCN Programme 2017-2020 will be a refinement and continuation of work under current programme

Promoting & supporting effective and equitable governance of natural resources

Valuing and Conserving Nature

Deploying nature-based solutions to address societal challenges
IUCN OFFICES IN ASIA
If the world were a democracy, this is where it would make decisions of global significance.

More people live inside this circle than outside.
• Membership has grown from 150 in 2009 to 247 today
• 21 of 23 countries in region represented
• 13 state members
• National Committee or equivalent in 8 countries
• Regional Committee (chaired by South Korea)
IUCN Thailand: History

Thailand was one of the 14 countries that created IUCN

IUCN worked with the Royal Thai Government to establish a network of protected areas, including Khao Yai in 1962

- Watershed classification system
- Regional base in Thailand
- Thailand Programme
- IUCN Congress hosted in BKK
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IUCN Thailand: Members

1. ČSRŽL Č GΝΠΛΓΛ Č LΤΝΠΡΖΩ ΝΙ ΧΑ (DNP)
2. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΩΣΟ & ΝΟΥΡΡΠΖ ŮΝΠΡΖ TΖΡ (GSEI)
3. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΡΥΟ ΝΙ & ΝΟΥΡΡΡ (INEB)
4. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΟΛΟΡΡΝ ΠΗΡΡ ΓΑΓΕΖΝΑ & ΡΕΛΑ (RECOFTC)
5. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΟΛΟŘ (Seub Nakhasathien Foundation)
6. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΟŁ (Freeland Foundation)
7. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΟĽZΠΟΛ ZΤΡΡ –ŘŁĞ (MKMTF)
8. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΟŁ (Thai Rak Pa)
9. ŮĆ ĞΝΡopoulos ΚΟĽGΕŁ GΕŁ ŮPTΠΙΪΝΣΕŁ I – ŁŻ (TSPCA)
THANK YOU

www.iucn.org